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EDITOR.I.dI-

The third issue ofTHR already! The
Review seems to have been well rc-
ceived so far, (I am gateful for the
comments many ofyou have made), and
I hope you will find this issue sven more
interesting than the previous two.

Thank you for the poems you have
sent - seveml are published here. I am
hopeful that some prose offerings on
Hallidayean subjects may be forth-
coming, too. Prose items should be kept
to about 1000 words - maximum 1500.

You will, of course, realise that
selection is one ofthe thomier aspects of
editing, and I hope you will forgive me if
your piece does not appear. It may be for
several reasons, including the balance of
the particular issue ofTHR.

In general, THR will eschew editor-
ial correspondence. because time is
short, and each issue seems to reach its
deadline with terrible speed. If your
contribution has not appearcd, please
forgive me. But please believe that I am
deeply grateful for all your contributions
and comments.

Talking of comments; we are still
woefully short on the letters column.
Surely someone can start a conhove$y,
or set a cat amongst the pigeons, or
query some Halliday point or even ask
for help?l

It seems lo be a time for ruming
things over. Several ofyou have shown
us pictures and pieces ofall kinds by EH.

Some of the beautiful miniatures in
this issue have been lent by Hephzibah
Yohannan, to whom my grateful thanks.

You may be glad to know that in
tuming over the Halliday Archive I have
found much treasure for future issues of
THR, and, indeed, some which will
appear in booklet form.

And, to my astonishment, at least
two EH master tapes from the Parklands
era of ISHVAL have appeared. These
will be issued on cassette as soon as we
can edit and produce them.

So, Iots to look forward to in this
year ofthe Tiger. Many seem to view the
Tiger year as unfortunate - full of
irritability and quarrels and quick react-
ivity. But it is also a time ofgreat energy
and alertness, and if we latch on to thls
more positive side ofthe Tiger, we shall
be able to tum it to advantage. "There's

nothing good or bad, but thinking makes
it so."

The Editor

About the frontispiece.
For years I asked Eugene Hallidayto design
a symbol for ISHVAL as he had for so
rnany others, individual and corporate.
Somehow it never tumed up. Then, after his
death, this magnificently complex picture
appeared. It contains all the letters of
'ISIryAl', and much more. Gaze at it, and
let it speak to you ofits meaning. It is full
ofwisdom.

Editor
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F'AITFI
by

Eugene Halliday.

ome thinkers, called 'mtional-

ists', hold that what is not
reasonable is not worthy of human
attention, that faith is not reasonable, and
thereforc iaith is not worthy ofattention.

The i eresting thing about this
viewpoint is that those who hold it do so
believing that they are right and
reasonable to do so. But such thinkers
have unconsciously accepted that 'to be
right' and 'to be reasonable' are the
same. Let us see ifthis is so.

Those who believe in reason fall into
two $oups; (l) those who think that
reason can of itself, ftom within itself,
analyse and describe the whole ofreality
without needing any experience of the
material world; and (2) those who
believe that experience of the outer
world's things and events is the sourca of
all our m€ntal activities, and that the
physical stimuli received by the sense
organs are the sources of all our ideas
and thinking processes.

r998
The second group believe that they

can prcve the first group wrong by
pointing out that every man is first a
baby with a physical body which is acted
upon by the material facts of its
environment. They say that this proves
that the physical sense organs of man
have been acted upon only by facts ofthe
physical world before there can appear
any expression of reason, and that
therefore it is demonstuated that reason rs
dependent upon physical experience and
cannot without this experience bring out
from within itselfany truth.

The second group also claim that
they themselves are right in their view
because their ideas and thinking
processes are all based on their
experience oftie outer world ofphysical
things. This greatly simplifies their way
of looking at the world and at life, and
therefore seems to them to be a
preferable viewpoint."Of two explan-
ations of anything", they say, "always
nrefcr the cimnler"

No doubt it is very tempting to prefer
the simple to the complicated. We all
find in us sympathetic echoes for the
'simple life'. "Once upon a time", say the
lovers of the simple life, "life was
sirirple-people had uncomplicated minds
and simple feelings. People were not yet
corrupted by civilisation, were still rn
tune with naturc, and nature herselfwas
fiiendly. By day the sun, and by night the
moon smiled with love for mankind. It
was the "Golden Age"".

"The Golden Age", a lovely warm
sound. But if we were to go back into
that remote period ofhuman pre-history,
we would find a situation considerably
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less simple than the lovers ofthe simple
life suppose. Even in those days there
were unpredictable events, storms, tidal
rvaves, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
diversions ofrivers, floods and famines.

And there is another fact against the
beliefofthe second group. They cannot
prove that everything in their minds has
originated from the physical stimulation
of their sense organs. Every human
being comes into the world as a baby,
and, if the baby is alive, there ts
something inside the baby, that is Life.
And this life is there before the baby
begins to reason.

If the baby does not first /ive, then
no amount of extemal stimulation ofits
physical body can cause reason to appear
inside it. Thus we arc forced to see that
life is prior to reason.

Now, as life is before reason, how
can it be possible that reason could fully
understand life? Reason is like a baby,
and life is like its mother. Life, the
mother, has given birth to reason, a baby,
Can the baby fully understand its
mother?

The life of the real human being is a
power tlat can do three things; it can feel
itself, move itsell and form itself. We
know that not all our life processes are
rationally underutood. We know that our
reason has not penetrated all veils, nor
solved all mysteries. The believers in
reason should remember that their
conviction that reason can solve all
problems is but a hope and belief, not a
proved fact. This means that, contmry to
their beloved rational principle, they live,
not by reason but by life's powers
beyond reason.

No sincere rationalist car say that he

lives by reason. At most he can say that
reason is one ofthe aids to the conduct of
life, an aid created by life itself. And the
crcator can never be as small as that
which it creates.

Life is infinitely greater than reason,
and reason knows this. Sincere human
beings give reason its due, will allow that
reason is useful in solving mechanical
problems, and so on, but they will not
allow that reason can justifiably claim
authority over every function and
department of life.

A1l the most valuable human
relationships are held in being by life -

functions beyond the grasp of reason.
The greatest of all facts that human
beings have to accept is the fact of
feeling. Life not only moves and thinks,
it also feels. And it is here, in the realm
of feeling, that reason is practically
powerless. So little is reason able to
make itself effective here that the
mtionalists and materialists who use it
have been forced to outlaw feeling as not
controllable by reason. They say that
feelings are "subjective" and must be
ignored. No rationalist, materialist
scientist has ever had feeling on his
laboratory table, laid out ready for
dissection. The rationalists and
materialists say, "let us get rid of
whatever cannot be put on the laboratory
table. Let us get rid of whatever is not
objective. Let us get rid offeelingl" But
this is to get rid oflife's subtlest aid.

By "objective" the rationalist
materialists mean "whatever can be
clearly defined, whether it exists in the
material world as an object which can be
located in space, or in the mind, where
the 'object' is a clearly defined idea". An
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idea, if clearly defined, can be viewed as
an 'objective' fact. But a feeling, which
cannot be defined clearly, is not
controllable by the reason. A relation of
two clearly defined triangles in the mind
can be controlled by the reason. So tlte
rationalist materialist calls feeling
'subjective' and refuses to consider it.
By 'subjective' he means belonging to
lhe living 'subject', the living being
which feels, and in so doing stands
beyond the reach ofreason.

Feelings are beyond the grasp of
reason. Faith is a special kind offeeling
that enables us to walk where reason
cannot go, "through the valley of the
shadow of death", secure in the
knowledge that something beyond
reason is caring for us. It is Faith, not
reason. that tells us "God is love". faith
that holds we human beings together in
relation, and faith that will finally lead us
into the paradise we all seek.

THEWORD

I am indebted to my friend Bernard
Lawrence for permission to include this extract

from a letter wrhten to him by Etgene Halliday.
Editor

o glad you are keeping with the
poetic muse. It has great organising

effects on the neurological lines of
communication by means of the
associated fields of affective forces.
Doesn't sound very romantic, does it?
But romance is not the whole ol life.
There is also its opposite, the classical
form. Their relation( l.e. romantic and
c/arric) is that ofpower to restraint, free
to dome, will to intellect and feeling to

idea, desire to word.
A word is a form of restraint

imposed on an emotional intention to
secure expression. Without words we
would be in a formless flux of feelings
and emotions with no particular
odentation, an ocean of sentient power
devoid of directions, described in the
Book ofGenesis as without form, a dark
deep, the Hebrew letter Mem, primordial
substance, the condition of M1,
Miserable Mary.

Each word carries with it an
affective field of power which initially
has generated the word. The need ofthe
sentient power field for self-formulatron
results in the precipitation ofthe phonetic
structwes we experience as a word.

The universe itself, as a formed
process, is a self-articulating word, a
word at work, a world. A world is a word
labouring to develop the full implications
ofits original basic sound-form.

Think of a word as a power
discriminating within itself its own
content, a power that in the process of
beating upon its own centre genentes a
sound pattem or phonetic structure.
Think of all words as such phonograms
within the cosmic field of power.
Remember that sound is a phenomenon
produced by altemations of compression
and decompression of energy. Use the
sign of Satum for compression (5), and
Jupiter for de-compression (+). This
economises time and space. Then 5
plus )6equals I . Mercury (Y) is the
messenger ofthe Gods, or in commerce
the conveyor of information about the
Gods. The Latin Mercury, the Greek
Hermes, the Eglptian Tehuli and lhe
Hebrew Messiah, all refer to the power
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of articulate speech, the organising
power ofthe defined form. the Word.

It is therefore not surprising that the
word "poet" means a "make1'. 'To make'
is to lock up substance in order to control
it. Substance is power, and power
uncontrolled is chaos. To bring chaos
into order we have to formulate words.
Thought is energy verbalised. Careless
thought is careless verbalisation.
Careless verbalisation leads to confusion.

Exheme right wing govemmental
power survives only in the presence of
conf,rsion of thought in the mass of
people. Carelebsness with words is a
mark of the mass. Hence the extreme
right wing govemments of the ancient
world were very suspicious ofthe poet,
who by his manipulations of words,
might create emotive associations
between words, and so precipitate people
into responses which otherwise would
remain dormant.

The Word binds and loosens. lt ties
the mind to the significances of the
consonants and vowgls wllch constitute
it, and makes associations with other
words containing similar elements,
Hence the power of alliteration, intemal
assonances and so on. It loosens the
mind from other words of other
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constituents. The Word
is the Key of Loosing
and Binding of ideas,
feelings and emotions.
Thus ths Wo:d is
worthy of study.

A word has form,
force and function. It
strikes the organism at
thrce levels. It provokes
the appearance of an

idea (form); it releases action tendencles
(force); and results in some form of
behaviour (function).

"Wily moon. Round and steady.
I suffer you in the sky."

The associations of these words
(taken from your poem) have such
complexity that hours would be required
for even an approximate analysis to b€
made. Yet their effect is immediate in the
emotional field.

S{JCCESS (Conclusion)
by Eugene Halliday

aith in Self right will gives
freedom to be, think, feel and

will and act unconditioned by merely
contingent events. One gains faith tn
one's instincts and capacities and sees
their necessary relations with others.
Personal freedom is retained as long as
one retains right will and aids the same ln
others. It magnetises the self and attracts
otheN.

To be interested in the welfare ofall
men is to be open to the interests of
otheru, to lairly consider them. To
slmpathise with others' conditions, to be
always self-controlled in relating to
others, to be free from prcjudice; to be
able to see things from the others'
viewpoint, to be true to your best
evaluations, faithful in agreements,
responsive to right relations. tireless in
holding to the way. Results come from
natural talents, persistent use of them,
and time. Talents are special for each
individual, but are to be developed,
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uncovered, and used to qeate new
situations ofworth.

One is to establish honour in one's
centre. Cosmic forces tend to self-
cenaing. Each centre strives to establish
itself as a being with its own talents,
character and destiny. Each being who
strives to fulfiI his own destiny and to
aid others to do likewise is honourable,
for he honours all other intelligences,
focusses as much on theirs as his. and so
receives ASP backing up to his full
receiving capacity.

In nature, under normal conditions,
all things tend to move towards some
centre in otder to realise some
possibilit ies ofASP in cosmos. Chaos is
void of directions and so is conflictive.
Order is an ingathering of powers, and
existentialising of possibilities. To
express talents one must impress them
into oneself, for only then can one press
them out through one's being. The
universal needs the individual to act as a
through-put point (for per-son read
through-sounder). The mob is chaotic.
The individual is a centre of possible
order. The ordered individual can reduce
a mob to an ordered army. An army is a
controlled mob, with a hierarchy, with
NCO's, CO's, and HQ.

Evolution is the out-willing ofASP
through centres of degrees of individ-
uation. The Supreme Centre is Cosmrc
right will. Individual selves find their
right centre when they harmonise with
Cosmic intention, for then it is in
dynamic equilibrium, a balance ofwork-
ing powers serving cosmos. working for
development of all beings. [n accord
with its talents and powers it is backed
by ASP intent. This is the most

1998
energising of all thoughts. One is to
permeate one's whole being with it, and
to act confidently from it.

There is no limit to the monad's
power other than that necessitated by the
evolution of whole cosmos.

Hope is fore-vision of a possible
attainable goal. It anticipates poss€ssion
ofthe desired object. Couage is its aid.
Courageous hope says to itself, "I AM
power. I can achieve my aim." Hope ts
magn€tic attraction acting on its object.

There is a hierarchy of materials,
some are permeable to magnetic forces
more than are otlers.

Two or more waves ofthe ASP field
may meet and cancel out, or reinforce
each other, or quanel. A prism breaks
white light into separate colours. Some
of tlese are absorbed by bodies, some
reflected. Some objects are opaque to
light-waves, but not to subtler motions of
the continuA. X-rays penetrate some
objects opaque to ordinary light waves.
Human senses do not respond to all
radiations, but only to those to which
they are tuned.

Hope and couage arc of the
individual. The living body generates and
responds to electro-magnetic and other
folces of the ContinuA. What reduces
life lessens the action of such forces, and
so impedes action of the ASP in the
place of that being. Freedom is lost by
- . . ^L : - - - , l - - ^6
Juv r , , I r y vu l r r ! ! ,

Mental depression may result from
wrong reception of negative outer
conditions, bad weather, violent action,
yirus infection. It tends to weaken the
action of the nervous system and other
organs of the body. The un-depressed
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, energetrc,
and courageous.

Physical and mental states rcinforce
each other to positive or negative effect.
Bad physical states may be reversed by
mental effort. Bad mental states may
lower physical health. All here depends
on the will, which depends on the state of
the whole man. But hope, or anticipation
of success conditions the whole man.
Wlen hope fails the will is in-active. But
the will to generate hope can tum the
scales, by seeing success as a possibility.

The cure for depression is the will to
conquer it, to throw offits effects, and to
reposit expectancy of good results. One rs
to ieel that forces ale active now for
recovery. Thus the ContinuA comes to
give strength and quicker retum to health.
Assumption of recovery organises body
and mind for its retum to health. The
undepressed percon readily responds to
the action of the ASP. He receives and
radiates hope, and so influences his body
and its environment and others in it.

Hopelessness depresses people and
repels them. Vibrant hope elates and
attracts. The miserable person is non-
magnetic. The athaction-degree of a
person depends on his total qualities. If
these coincide with Cosmic intention, it is
increased. If they are antagonistic, it is
decreased.

Some beings are attmct€d and
respond easily to one's positive state.
Some are repelled by it and will not or
cannot respond to it. Mutual repulslon
may occur between beings because of
racial as well as individual factors.

Hope assents, asserts, anticipates, is
eager and magnetic. The electro-

1998
magnetrc other forces generated by
hope radiate throughout space and affect
other beings. The well-toned brain can
overcome all antagonistic forces, and
negative influences emanating ftom other
beings.

The hope-filled person draws to hlm
all good influences. He wills and sets in
motion creative forces. He plans and is
ready for new contingencies. He radiates
forces into his environment. He works in
the world, and increases his presence
there. He attracts good to himself from
all the elements, from earth, water, air
and fire, and from the continuA itself
Being-attitude draws to it what it needs
for its next phase oldevelopment.

Will is to be central to one's life.
Will to belief in cosmic intention.
Repeatedly reposit yourselfas its agent,
fed and energised by the ASP. Reject all
contradiction ofthis. Do not waste timc
and energy contemplating contradictions.
Focus all will on the good to be gained.
Repeat each moment your position as
agent ofthe ASP. Thus create yourselfas
a centre of spiritual power.

Breathe deeply during affirmation.
Be cheerful. "Cheerful" means "full of
hierarchic awareness". Cheerfulness
magnetises being. Become able to be
alone even in the company of others, and
posit cheerfulness in your aloneness.
Replay memories of cheerful times and
victories. Assert that what has been can
be again. If failure memories intrude,
face them and disclose their causal
situations and redesign them.

Self-examination and self-correction
ofenors and wrong attitudes is needed.
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Do not allow vague moods; force

them to declare their causes. Sharply
note present behaviour, and eliminate
what in it is wrong. Re-form your being
where needfi.rl. Hope is to be intelligent,
not foolish.

Cultivate Self-consciousness as a
living presence. Accept difficult con-
ditions and deal your best with them.
Recite and believe: "I am a zone of the
Absolute Sentient Power, designed for
creative action. I initiate with the will
given me, and work with all the power I
receive. I accept responsibility for
myselfand for all beings".

Anticipation of success makes the
whole being vibrant and radiant. Every
action is to be seen as productive of its
designed end.

Materials ofwork respond to one's
attitude to them and to the work. Alert
faith and energlr, magnetise the product
of the work. Pour faith into everything
made.

Make plans in confidence of their
success. This stimulates mind and body
and increases perception. Do not despair
for this concretes failure. Life is not con-
creted, but flows through all one's acts.

Re-anange mind, body and house
fumitue to provide new stimulus-
situations. Do the same with every
procedue, at home, at play, in business,
etc. Improve ever''thing. Create new
methods, new devices, new ideas. Keep
moving. Reposit will each instant. Be
intensely aware.

Associate with positive persons and
places and books. Develop always more
intensity. Be well-goomed. Hold the
bodv well. Keeo facial muscles toned

with positive anticipations. Be physically
and msntally clean. Bathe after work or
sleep. Dress as well as your work
permits; this improves work quality and
is magnetic, and acts visually and
telepathically on others. A clean mind
and body are magnetic. View younelf as
a proposition ofthe ASP in the service of
cosmos.

Accept all conditions before trying to
change tlrcm.

Fear is non-magnetic, impedes
recovery from negative or diseased
slates.

Courage overcomes inner and outer
fear. Couage is not the unawareness of
danger that we see in a child, but the
power to act positively in the presence of
danger. Unawareness is not magnetic.
Physical courage faces physical dangers
and is admirable at its own level. Mental
courage faces fearful ideas and negatives
in the mind and fights to destroy them.
Spiritual courage faces all enemy forces
at all levels with supreme confidence in
final victory.

Moral courage, the capacity to hold
to a high ideal, is magnetic if not spoiled
by narrow mindedness.

The magnetism of courage rests on
the chamcter ofthe individual. Response
to it rests on the character ofits observer.
Courage is a feeling affecting all levels
of being, physical, psychic, mental,
spiritual. The feeling may be based on
lower level factors, as the mental on the
physical, the ethical on the mental,
intellectual and physical. The character
of feeling rests on the ethical standpoint
ofthe person.

Courage magnetises its possessor,

9
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gives tone to every organ, tunes the
whole being; activates every cell,
arouses energy at all levels, harmonises
every function, magnetises the soul,
creates the conditions of success by
aflecting environmental forces, opening
doors everywhere. The action of the
nervous system influences energies in
the surroundings and organises them for
success.

Mental courage initiates movements
in the continuA, to which organisms
respond in accord with the law of
resonance. Electro-magnetic rcciprocity
acts to create special conditions in brans
and nerve-systems of similarly tuned
individuals. It acts also to tune the
individual's organs with each other.
When courage is present the individual
tunes his own being for top performance.

An individual may have couage at
one level and be timid at another; he may
lack courage to face physical pain, yet
have high moral or intellectual courage
to hold to principle even under physical
pressrue.

High ethic magnetises the self by
inducing a high level function. The high
ethic tunes the brain cells and the raised
tone reacts in the mind. A circuit ofhigh
ftequency vibration is set up. Thus by a
high ethic one inspires oneself. If
courage is required at any level, one can
act on volitional centres and produce the
needed response. Ethical states may
cause response in the quintessence.
Ethical courage magnetises the ethical
self and also the intellectual and physical
levels. To be able to inspire oneself is
very helpful for success.

Will is the first cause of the
development of culture, and is to be

developed and reinforced by desire,
reason and awareness of consequences,
intelligence and moral character,
Circumstances must be made favowable,
environment improved.

To strengthen the will, use skill,
diplomacy and indirect methods to break
down or disorganise opposition or win
over the opponent. Wlere dircct assault
is impossible, use pressure splead over a
longer time. Indirect victories are best.

Assume courage; cultivate a sense of
inner energy; image all consequences of
every act and situation; be aware of
being on duty, for life or death; make the
most of tle situation. Refuse fear; be
cool, calm, collected, alert, indifferent to
praise or blame. Fire your soul with
confident irner energy and faith in the
way.

Before all, be of free rnind. Use
every power you have and can invoke for
aid.

Follow instinct and conviction.
Corect mistakes where made. Cultivate
a beliefin your right to exist, think, feel
and act in your own unique way, with
due regard to univelsal interest. Follow
your vocation. Find irmer energy ofbody
and mind. Repeatedly restate youl
mental freedom. Have the coulage .of,
free intelligence.

Live the Golden Rule, for it
harmonises inner forces, starts the flow
ofthe etheric powers in the organism and
brain, and so the mental capacities.
Disarm fear of evil by affirming the
good.

Revere God in mind and heat, as the
supreme power and intelligence, source
ofthe true way.

1 0
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Give moral impulses, instincts and

convictions fu1l freedom. Energise thern.
Be mentally ftee. View your ethical self
as real, endowed by the Supreme,
significant in the cosmic scheme.

Courage is magnetic directly on its
own plane, and indirectly on all others.
Discover the degree ofcourage ofthose
you have to relate to, and in relation,
relate to their courage. The coward can
affect those on its own plane, but not
those higher. In dealing with the
physically courageous, be such yourself.
Conjure up inner energy, and fearlessly
reach the other's centre, and so handle
him on his own plane.

Physically centred people respond to
outer stimuli related to the personality.
So also do those of higher level if not
given time to respond in their own way.
Body action may provide a stimulus.

Doubt weakens power. Activity
must overcome doubt, ofthe right kind
suited to the person to be influenced.

Discover the other person's
intellectual level, his calibre and
weaknesses, and talk to these. Use his
language, concepts, facts, etc. Ignore his
strengths, focus on his weaknesses,his
lines of least resistance. But have the
highest motives. Be honest and sincere,
and open where possible. Harmonise
with the other's best characteristics and
predilections. Harmony invokes liking
and creates magnetism. Sympathise with
the other's fads, theories, likes, dislikes,
etc, as far as honour allows, and sincerity
makes possible.

Courage can be projected into others
by will. Find the level of intellechral
courage of others. Will your own
courage into them, with a sense ofgreat

inner energy, the will directing it.
lntellectual courage rises in the free
mind. The cause of intellectual
magnetism is mental freedom. The free
mind is courageous, inspires courage rn
others. Open pres€ntation of mental
fteedom is magnetic where under-
standing is mutual, Awareness of inner
bondage in people creates desire for
fteedom and moves them to one who can
lead them.

The mentally bound fear fteedom in
others unless it is working for them. By
rousing their aspirations they feel
courage and freedom as magnetic.

Moral courage may be blindly
trusting until the falsity ofa thing shows.
The deceiver is under a strain, which
shows to the keen observer. The true soul
is aware offalse vibmtions in others.

Leam the value of moral courage.
Obey its dictates. Be indifferent to
results. Do not openly demonstrate moral
courage to t}le immoml )vho may try to
destroy you. Courage creates the ethenc
vibmtions that bring success.

Every right holds an obligation.
Nothing succeeds if it inhibits
self-development. You are a willed
modality of the originating universal
power and intelligence.

Have faith in Destiny. Assume
yourselfgifted for some purpose. Be an
agent of Destiny, empower€d by the
Supreme. Join with the Great Cefiaintres.
Leam laws, facts, principles, axioms, to
compel Destiny to use you, and be
patient.

Power is in man's soul, a gift from
the Supreme Source, Faith creates
magnetic harmony. Thenon-confident

l 1
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attitude to things, persons and events
shows itself to bE confused, defeated by
negative suggestions. Ifyou fear yourself
you bring fear into others. Confusion is
not magnetic, and cannot bring success.
Self-distrust weakens tlre will. Your
etheric vibration is masked by its ruling
characteristic, a psychic idea which
dominates the Self. Great confidence has
intense inner energy, powerful out-going
vibrations, unity and persistence ofwave
form Oike a coherent laser). It has faith
in the outcome ofeffort, and is attractive.

Etheric vibrations of the nervous
energy work with great force, however
superficially quiet one appears. They
convey tle Idea and vitalise the whole
self. Confident tone tunes the ether and
brain-field, and rouses admiration in
others,

Resolve to study, possess and use the
msthod ofthe Way. This resolve groups
qualities and makes them into pemanent
acquisitions, magnetic and powerful.
Faith magnetises life-actions.

Know that you have the qualitres
you need for success, then develop and
establish them in your being. Cain
Health, Faith, Courage, Will-power,
Intellectual Power, Honour, Ready
Aleftress, Hope, Belief in the Way. Will
to Improve, and to Succeed.

Recall and correct past enors.
Remove causes of erors. Do not be
depressedby enors; look for the lessons
leamed from them. Do not misrepresent.
Mistakes are sources ofnew knowledge
if properly assimilated. If reliance on
others has led to error, retum to
self-reliance. Stand on your personal
decision, and leam ftom its results.

Recall past successes at the day's

end, at tle week-end, the month-end, the
year-end, Look for laws, conditions, and
results. Ofien recall your life successes,
their occasions, conditions, causes,
effects and laws operative.

Open your unconscious mind where
are stored the records ofpast events and
determinant factors. Make this inform-
ation permanently recall-able at will.
Thus your field vibrations will harmomse
and encourage faith to accomplish
greater deeds, and fear waves will
gradually subside, and so no longer
negatively influence you or others.

Assert your faith often, until it
becomes habitual. Each day practrce
void-mindfulness, deep breathing and
muscle stretching and contracting and
relaxation. Gain physical and psychic
non-action and in it feel yourself absorb
bio-magnetic forces ftom the field.
Repeat I AM (: Observer actualised as
substance).

Recharge yourself often with
positive ideas and feelings. Be always
courteous to others, feel irmer energy and
constantly re-affirm it. Do not expose
your inner state to othels, but project
your magnetism by willing to do so. Let
action conespond with intention.

Estimate things, situations and
events and persons correctly. Do not
distort them; the soul tends to falsiry
everything that acts against it. Estimate
youselftruly so that you do not try to do
things beyond your talents. Do not let
yourself measure yourself by standards
of other beings. Your successes and
failures are relative to your capacities not
those of others. Odious comparisons
induce negative states. Be your own
standard by using your inner logos.
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Confidence is either innate or
acquired by example or personal effort.
Seize your opportunities. Opportunities
not taken because offear induce negative
states and loss of self-conhdence. An
opportunity seized creates positivity
even if the outcome is not totally
successful. No-one wholly succeeds or
wholly fails in all things.

To seize opportunities one must be
ready. alert. faithful to the Way. even in
the littlest things. "Faithful in little,
faithful in much". Accept the opportunity
presented with confidence. Create
opporhrnities where they are absent, and
so increase self-confi dence,

If you feel self-distrust, conceal it;
do not infect others with it. Fight your
distrust by aflirming your faith in the
Way. So also with the distrust of others.
Give no room to any voice of failure. It
is most often the voice of negative
ancestors and their failures.

Never show strain in holding to your
intention. Quietly assume success. Be-
lieve in your imer Selfas an agent ofthe
Supreme Cosmic Self.

Practice assuming masks ofvarious
kinds. Note thet effects on you and
others. Show nothing ofyour inner self.
This practice creates vital magnetism.
Try "success" masks and "failure" masks
and note effects ofboth.

Believe in your cosmic right to your
own kind of success. Minimise
diffrculties. Allow no dictatorship by
negative beliefs, feelings or impulses.
Dwell on success ideas until they are
established in body-action. Believe
nothing impossible except the absolutely
self-contradictory. Establish the belief 'l

AM Sentient Power, a zone of

self-determination in the Infinite Sentient
Power". Assert victory wherc the ASP
wills it, and work for it. Concerve
yourself as a baftery charged by radiation
from the Supreme Sun of megalo-
cosmos. Say, "I AM the supreme life
operative in this place. I draw on Cosmic
Forces for all needed power to attain the
goals proper to me". Believe in your own
integrity, your self, your work, your
destiny.

Before sleep recite the "I AM",
mantra.

"I AM a zone ofthe infinite sentient
power, supported and backed by its
energy for the attainment ol goals
designed by the Inhnite Sentient Power.
i yield myself to the direction given to
me by the ASP. I acknowledge my debt
to the ASP and swear allegiance to it".

Throw off inertia by faith and will.
(Faith is Will). Throw off negative
moods as not ofuse to life. Such moods
appear and vanish by the action of
non-rationalised forces. Moods are
naturally unstable unless deliberately
stabilised. (Hindu philosophy defines
three basic moods. Tamas (inenia). Rajas
(ruling intent. rage). and Sattva (balance.
of enlightenment). By practice one may
change Tamas to Rajas, Rajas to Sattva).

Never trust moods. Rely on your will
to initiate your state.

\, Tothins is evil but that brought out
t  ] l t

-t Y loo soon.

13
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PURITY
by Eugene Halliday

urity is a pre-condition ofthe vision
of God's light. Why is this? To be

pure is to be free ftom all alien
substance. The pure man is himselfonly,
not himself covered in veils of matter
which do not belong to him. What rs
man? Firstly he is an eye, an observer, a
seer ofthings. What is this seeing? It rs
Indefinable. Seeing cannot be explained
to a man bom blind. Those who see
know what seeing is. [f we try to define
'seeing' we are forced to do so by salng
that seeing is that by which we become
aware of the form and colour of thinss.
But this is only to say that seeing is what
we are doing when we see things! Seeing
is one ofthe ways by which conscious-
ness becomes conscious of its objects.
But the 'sci' in consciousness still means
'see'. We camot explain seeing to a man
bom blind. We camot explain con-
sciousness to an unconscious man. First
he must be conscious, then we can
explain consciousness to him; but only
as "that whereby he is conscious of
things, of thought, of feelings, etc".

Man, we have said, is an eye, or a
seer, a consciousness. For man to be
pure he must therefore keep himself
thus. He must never allow himselfto be
unconscious, to be blinded by things. He
must know that he knows. He must
know that he is the knower of the
known. He must never allow the known
to impose itselfupon him to the point of
forgetting that he is the knower. To
forget himself as the knower is to
become enslaved to the known. When

the known imposes upon a man to the
point where he is dominated by the
known and forgets himself as the
knower, then we may say his light rs
darkness. For in knowing a thing the
knower's light or consciousness is
Iighting up the known thing. But in
lighting up the known thing to the point
where the knower forgets himself, it is a
darkness. 'Ifthe light be dark, how great
is that darkness ! '

Only the reflexively self-conscious
being is truly light. To lose awareness of
oneselfas conscious is to become dark.
whatever else is known. In a real sense
darkness or ignorance is always impurity,
or imposition. The consciousness which
is not forced by its perceptions to forget
itself as consciousness is pure enough for
salvation.

*J
'q
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SYMtsOX-OGY
Thb is the third in a series ofmeditations designed dnd written by Eugene

Halliday.

Meditation Guide

f o meditate upon the
I significance of the
diagram is to become
aware of the
hermaphrcditic nature
ofone's own being; to
recognise both male
and female aspects
within us, and, by such
recognition, be able to
increase our initiative
a n d  i n s i g h t

The masculine
side of the figure
represents  our
positivity, our ability
to initiate and create
change; also our
ideation and form-
ulating processes,
which, when properly
understood, give
directions to the
initiative.

The feminine side of the figure
represents our receptivity. our feeling
awareness and substantiality. It is the
vehicle through which the will can leam
to function both sensitively and
efficiently. The nurhrring process and
substance which when refined and
purified responds immediately to the
slightest movements ofthe will.

fb conceive a limitaion is to crearc
I one. (-fhe principle of all negative
suggestion and of creati on.)

!l

{D,;

\ The serpent, upon
I whose head the figure
rests his right foot,
rcpresents the t€mpoml
presentat ion of
Absolute and universal
forces presented witlin
the time-process to
every developing
being in order to
enable him by the
continual rc-evaluation
of his responses to
increase his awareness
and self-realisation.

The fact that the
dght foot rests gently
upon the head of the
serpent suggests that
our responses to these
forces are not to be
suppressed or inhibited
by fear and ignorance,
but understood and

subtly educated to help with the efficient
fulfilment ofourpurposes. The serpent is
thus a friend and not an enemy.
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GhrenClegg, who is now an accomplished artist, was once asked by Eugene
Halliday, Draw me some roots, Ghreta!" She had never done anything ofthe sort,
but EH's requests were, in a sense, commands, and they had away of galvanising
one. So Ghreta produced the drawing below! She has never looked back.

TEIINK.FEEL.WILL
hink clearly in order to discov€r the
tuth ofthe situation.
Feel the truth discovered dtrd like rt.
Will strongly to impel the organism to

act upon the tuth.
It is no use being able to think clearly

and so to discover the Truth, ifhaving found

the Truth you do not li,i.e it. If you do not
like it, it is not very likely that you will try
to act upon it.

Thinking is forming. Willing rs
energising. Feeling is evaluation of the
relation between form and energy, idea and
form.

l 6
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REBUILDINGOUR
ORG.\.NISM-EFI

ur organism builds its own inner
stuctures, maintains and repairs

them, and could re-design them as the
plaice moves its eye ftom one side to the
other by mere desire to move it, or a
caterpillar puts itself through histolysis
to become a butterfly.

Our bones are deposited as an
economy for posture maintainance. So
our olher parts have their functions, also
for economy in survival and develop-
ment Our structurcs are habits which we
come to believe are the sources of our
capacities. We tend to forget that all our
organs are built by our life-force, and
thus could be rebuilt if damaged. When
we break a limb or damage an organ we
can either rebuild it or use the damage as
a weapon against other humans. "Don't

touch my once-broken arm!" The
"Blighty wound" got many a man out of
the army.

What do we need to do to rebuild
our organism? Remember that in the fust
place we ourselfbuilt it. Remember that
matter is only a form of energy, and that
energy itselfis etemal, though its forms
may be changed. Prefer a change. Hold
its form in mind. Expect the
transformation to happen. Spend no
energy thinking that it might happen.
Spend no time in denying evils we do
not want to happen. "Steadfastly affirm
the good." Do not divert from the Goal.

Worship ( wonh-shape) is contin-
ual remembrance ofthe goal. The aim is
apotheosis, the divinisation ofman. Jesus
did it. Anyone can do it ifhe fulfiIs the

necessary conditions and so goes to the
same source. "Greater works than these
shall ye do ifye go to my Father" (which
means "original power".)

Ftrere andl Now
by Barbara Wadsworth

No anguish, here and now,
No turmoil, here and now,
The pain that swells and soaas .. ' rn nme.
lJlSSOlveS In peace

HERE and NOW.

No pathos past, here and now
No reasoned vision, here and now
All is contained in moment's point
Here and Now.

Blow Do X Know Godl?
hy Gordon Srnith

In my heart I know God
A sure unshakeable belief
Not shaped by leamed erudition
or habit forming ritual.

In my sure heart's light
Conviction unshaped by fear
A knowing presence
Perfect all sustaining light

Light is spirit wherever seen
Whether in sun drenched room
All embmcing light ofday
Softened by nature's play

1'7
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God speaks to my heart
Through life itsell
Trees, flowers and meadow
Every tuneful Summer harmony

Souls, arbiters ofGod's presence
Wrapped in clods ofclay
Their beauty nonetheless seen
Though body wracked in pain

God is in the light
Light of each heart and eye
Though truth be crucified
Crumpled and folded with age.

Until the eye shutters close
And the heaviness laid to rest
And the light dances ftee.
Laughter on Summet's breeze.

The self same light
As music and truth
Timeless Beauty and Compassion
Light stepping, ever free.

.\ POEM
by johannes Carstensen

Immeasurable am I
Beyond the wit of any
to define

Innumerable universes
stir within my being
as specks ofdust.
Endless is my message,
But Who will listen?
I wait to hear the echo.

I am bom in the midst
ofGod's laughter,
not his groans!
I make God laugh;
I am his laugh!

Laughing at things
which are almost -
coincidences.
My bliss is beyond description.

I sweep through the universe
unbounded, fiee -
expanding ever outwards
injoyfirl ripples,
embracing all creation.

TIIEVUI-TUR.E
by Elizabeth Rose

I am prey to the wlture in my mind,
That tears and worries
At brain, heart and belly.
Without mercy.

Like a small animal I wait,
Paralysed with fear.
Listening for the sound ofwings.

1 8
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Sweot on the wind ofthe inevitable
He catches the scent ofdeath,
Along the path ofoutwom corcapt,
Spent desires, past deeds.

He will only take what is dead.
Leave go, let him feed.
What use is canion to you?

Some Apkorisrns
hy Ewgene l{aln;iday.

Prcvided by Bemard Lawrence

But the vnltue eats only the dead, We are ill because we lack oneness.
He sits and waits, till the spirit has

flown, The therapy for fear is always to let go

Remember that when you hear his and expand,
wings,

when you look into his beady eye. 
Matter is rotatory behaviour of energt'

He only attacks when the spirit has God is the act of will of a supremely
flown.' 

intelligent and sensitive being.

Etetnity is simultaneous power.

All human protoplasm comes from the

slme source.

You qre self-precipitqted and you have to

,d FOEM tikeit.
by Eugene F{alliday

Make yourself conscious oJ your
Altemately emolronal response.

souno ano ;llence
strike my ear, what vou don't e )erience, vou don'ts[ence rs voro l4har you don t experience, you a

Sound a word know about.
Imposing order in

Nothingness Contemplation is a special kind of
Commanding obedience

absolute Nowness.
bending all knees
bringin! all down Defend the absent person

Willingly
astonished byihe pow er Witho t the sharks there would be no fast

ringing from
the SiGnci Breaker swtmmers
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wlth an anlstrc toucll. lne len sloe was
weak and shaking, the right side firm and
shong. Wben sitting down the right hand
rested on the tremulous left hand; both
indicated geat sensitivity and strength.
Lob sided when he stood up and walked,
which he seemed to do with some
difficulty. He kept his balance sometimes
by putting his arm around your shoulder
and walking alongside. Or he managed
alone. The idea ofusing a walking stick
was unthinkable.

He moved ftom one side to the other
as he entered the room, A firm handshake
followed. It was quite reassuring. Initially
he sat in the wing chair and the look said,
"What will we talk about this moming?"
We started to talk, maybe about everyday
matteff, leading other subjects. Ifyou had
a problem, he would know by his
observation of you, that you wished to
speak about it. Later he sat next to me on
the settee and one felt enfolded by his
personality. I always had with me a pen
and notebook. Eventually the writing and
drawing would commence. The only
words for it were deft and expositional.
From the most simple shape, even a dot,
there flowed a developing and expanding
theme covering many subjects to which
would be added drawings, languages,
hidden meanings, reve$als, side tracks
and comments on diverse persons and
institutions; nothing was sacred,
eve4.thing interlinked in some way.

The understanding was great and full
of acumen, usually but not always
expressed in mild tones. When the
occasion demanded he never lefl you in
doubt. He said to me once about himself,
"If you scratch the surface, undemeath rs
the accumulated stuff of my ancestors
ready and waiting to come out."

AMEETII{GWITH
EI.]GEI{E }IALLID,A,Y

by Bernard Lawrence

J lsually I had a weekly meeting with
\-,/ Eugene Halliday. always at 11 a.m..
to which I greatly looked forward. Not
living far away, it was a short drive. The
entrance lo the house was off the main
Dunham Road. I parked outside the front
dooq leaving room for other ca$ to pass;
it was a busy place. Out ofthe car and up
the steps. The house had an imposing
entrance. I rang the bell and waited.
Shortly, a friendly face appeared at the
door. Maybe Zero, Sal or Jes. I would be
shown into the Adam Room after a brief
chat. The Adam Room was quite
splendid. Polished mahogany, a marble
fireplace and Italian tapestries. Two
large wing chairs and a settee. I would
sit on the settee and wait. My mind
fluctuated between what was discussed
last time, what I had brought this time
and an attempt to empty the mind.

I knew when Eugene was on his way
by the uneven steps coming down the
main staircas€ or the hurnming of a tune.
Suddenly a hand appeared round the
edge ofthe door. It might be followedby
Eugene himself or there might be a delay
if he was talking to someone, A face
with a quizzical look appeared as he
slowly handled himself into view. The
face always looked keenly at you, at the
same time with warmth. His appearance
was ofa tall, thin man. His clothes hung
on him, as though someone had placed
them there deliberately. Always well
dressed and ofa pleasing appearance -
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The meeting times were pre-

ananged but ifthe end ofthat time came
in the middle of an explanation, he
would continue until it was fully
explained and clarified. A tap on the
door would indicate the arrival of the
next "agent" as he called us. We would
walk to the ftont door, hand on my
shoulder. Tlpically a brief look outside
and the matters talked about for the last
two hours summed up in a sentence or
two lor me to think about in the interval.
A parting handshake and I would leave
f r i f th r i l v  r ,6 l iCa, l

"So many talents and used to the
tuIl." His epitaph.

ANAN.YSNS & S\T{TFIESXS

I nalysis is a process by which things
.f1are taken to bits to disclose the
constituents of a thing. If analysis is
carried to its fufihest possible term, so
that molecules are reduced to atoms and
atoms to their smallest sub-atomic
quanta, therc remains one factor not
disclosed - the binding force which
before the analysis bound all the
constituents together. This force is not m
itself analysable. and. if synrhesis
(reassembly of the constituents in thelr
original relationships) should be
possible, then the binding force will
function as at first. Syrthesrs
(reassemblage) ofall conceivables is but
a re-manifestation ofthe original Thesis
or Theos from which all derive in acts of
creatlon.

As an essential prcrequisite to meaningful
ditcltssion, frst defne your terms. EH.

o compress - to press together. To
press is to posit a vibmtory behaviour
of the continuum. The continuum

simply vibrates itselfaround a given zone
and drives this vibrating circle
cenhipetally to bring the vibrations into as
stong a compaction as required.

oment - point oforientation. Time
is quantised as moments, for it is
made of impulses to orientate. At

every point oftime one orientates onself
towards or away fiom some thing.
relation or event. The moment is the zone
ofthe intersection offorces, in which the
forces act on each other and produce a
resultant yector or orientated energy. The
whole life of man is one of points of
orientation, of decision or choice. Each
moment, as an orientation, determines the
man in a particular direction, unless he
refuses all particular directions and allows
the Absolute to act though him. At this
moment the will and idea of man and of
the Absolute are not different. This
identification ofman with the Absolute rs
the goal ofYoga.

f-fappiness - is thal slate in which we
I Iseize the essence ofevery happening
as it happens. It is living in the Now so
concentratedly determined to extract its
essences and message that no energy
slops over the edges ofthe moment to be
wasted on the ground.
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St. Patdck's Day

Dear Editor,
The idea that we arc creating ourself

momently - that is, each moment we re-
posit our being by act of will, and were
we not to do so w€ would spontaneously
desist - is tremendously reassuring.

As God made us in His image we
thus must be named after Him, viz:-

I AM THATI AM
All is will - even mechanical

inertia. It is easy to mistake egotistic,
bull-headed obstinacy for will. Thrs
mistake is also willed. Enlightenment rs
willed, too.

Dear God, Open my Eyes, Strength-
en my Heart, Raise my Love unto Thine.

This note is made on the inspiration
oflistening to Eugene's lectue on Ritual
- an ISHVAL recording. Stirring stuffl

Eugene, far and beyond any other
being I have encountered, on whatsoever
level of existence, has convinced me
God's sense of humour is unim-
peachable. I cry with laughter listening
to Him.

All my hilarity,

(EH used to say that il was only His sense of
humour that kept God going! To vlhom Eis"
rcfers is another joke I Ed.)
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DIALECTIC
by

Eugene Halliday

ll existential things are composed of
polar opposites, for spirit, free and

unconditioned, as it posits itselfas form
is thus made bound and conditioned, and
feels its polarisations as sources of
unease. Only by whole acceptance oftle
contuadictory pol€s ofitselfcan a being
become wholly affirmative with its€ll It
must be able to say 'Yes' to having to
say 'No' to itself The contradiclions in
itself must be met by contradictions of
the first contradictions. The name ofthe
Messiah is Yesno. The Yes posits the
No, which is the objective aspect ofthe
affirmative subject. Without No there
would be only infinite objectlessness. By
No the Yes posits itselfas the object to
itself. Without Yesno, no choice would
be possible, and without choice no
individuation. To choose is to chop away
the non-chosen. Splitting infinity creates
the multitudes of occasions of choice.
Choice maintains the splitting ofinfinity.
Without splitting there would be no
manifestation ol the Triple F (Force/
Form/Function), and so no cosmos, no
universe, no involution/evolution, no
hierarchy of powers, differentiation of
qualities or intelligences.

What is the meaning of a split
infinitive in grammar? Is it right to try to
avoid such? To say, "To quietly - ? - ts
good" conveys only a non-existential
quality of quietness with nothing as its
subject or object. To say, "To sirg
quietly is good" gives us a subject or an
object having this quality of quietness.

"To quietly sing" leaves us waiting for
"sing" to make sense of what we are to
consider.

NOTE

f l'you would like to have material which
Iis reler ant to the works of Eugene
Halliday published in the next Review,
please submit it to the Editor beforc the
15'h May 1998.
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